When Elephants Fight

When elephants fight, it is the grass that
suffers. This ancient proverb of the Kikuyu
people, a tribal group in Kenya, Africa, is
as true today as when the words were first
spoken, perhaps thousands of years ago. Its
essence is simplicity--when the large fight,
it is the small who suffer most. And when
it comes to war, the smallest, the most
vulnerable, are the children. When
Elephants Fight presents the stories of five
children--Annu, Jimmy, Nadja, Farooq and
Toma--from five very different and distinct
conflicts--Sri Lanka, Uganda, Sarajevo,
Afghanistan and the Sudan. Along with
these very personal accounts, the book also
offers brief analyses of the history and
geopolitical issues that are the canvas on
which these conflicts are cast. When
Elephants Fight is about increasing
awareness. For the future to be better than
the past, better than the present, we must
help equip our children with an awareness
and understanding of the world around
them and their ability to bring about
change. Gandhi stated, If you are going to
change the world, start with the children.

This penetrating documentary takes a look at injustices in Congo, a country rich in copper and other minerals but whose
citizens rarely prosper. Watch trailersWhen elephants fight, it is the grass that suffers. African proverb, meaning that the
weak get hurt in conflicts between the powerful. 1936 New York Times 26 Mar. When Elephants Fight (2015) The
Democratic Republic of Congo has been called a geological scandal due to its mineral rich soil. Unfortunately, those
minerals, necessary to sustain todays technology, are funding the deadliest war since WWII.When Elephants Fight
Awards and Nominations. When Elephants Fight Poster When Elephants Fight (2015). Awards. Showing all 0 wins
and 1 nominationMike is currently in post-production on is his third film When Elephants Fight, a film exploring the
connections between resource extraction and conflict in theWhen Elephants Fight. 1.7K likes. The fight for minerals in
Congo has brought poverty, war and corruption to the Congolese while corporations, nationsIn the 22-28 January, 2001
issue of The EastAfrican published in Nairobi, Kenya a banner on the top of page 1 stated: Elephants fight. Then a
full-page article - 5 min - Uploaded by WishingStepPicturesWhen Elephants Fight is the production title of the Conflict
Minerals Project film and will be - 4 min - Uploaded by
IDFAhttps:///industry/film/the-suffering-grasses-when-elephants-fight-it-is- the-grass-that a Screening JOIN THE
CAMPAIGN Photo Essay About the Director CONTACT US WHEN ELEPHANTS FIGHT. Watch on ITUNES
Watch on amazonWhen elephants fight, it is the grass that suffers. This ancient proverb of the Kikuyu people, a tribal
group in Kenya, Africa, is as true today as when the wordsNetflix. When Elephants Fight. 2015 NR 1h 20m. This
penetrating documentary takes a look at injustices in Congo, a country rich in copper and other minerals but whose
citizens rarely prosper. - 5 min - Uploaded by Janson MediaThis eye-opening new documentary spotlights the story that
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multinationals and global tech - 5 minThis is When Elephants Fight - Trailer by Helene Esteves on Vimeo, the home
for high quality - 52 minMessage of Context*: The film portrays a time when the opposition was just beginning to form
There is no singular fix for the complexities of Congo but it is essential as consumers and constituents we demand that
companies and governments no longer - 3 min - Uploaded by Janson MediaWhen Elephants Fight spotlights the story
that multinationals and global tech corporations - 2 min - Uploaded by The Rockefeller FoundationRobin Wright
discusses her new documentary, When Elephants Fight, which details the
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